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MAXI-COSI KORI 
BABY ROCKER
No matter where you are in the 
house, you can always have your 
baby rocking comfortably by your 
side. So you can both enjoy some 
laid-back time. 
For babies who rock.

www.mamasandpapas.com

ICANDY CORE
Available in five stunning colourways; 

Black, Dark Grey, Light Grey, Atlantis Blue 
and Light Moss, the exquisite new design 

showcases striking styling, luxuriously 
developed fabric and cutting-edge features 

such as the multi-mode wheelbase and 
pioneering LED visibility hub light.

 www.icandyworld.com

KERI KIT 
JOY XL Your life. Your Kit. Your way. 

KeriKit produces beautiful and 
practical designs that empower women 

and mothers to feel confident, effortlessly 
organised and ready to take on the 

world in style.

www.kerikit.com

MAM ORIGINAL 
PURE SOOTHER

Soothes & comforts baby,
Made from bio-renewable material

Skin-friendly thanks to large air 
holes and the unique MAM dimples 

on the inside. Supplied in a 
practical sterilizing and carry box 
for convenient and time-saving 

sterilising in the microwave.

www.mambaby.com

Buys

CHILD’S FARM
Childs Farm Baby Bundle is the perfect way to try 

a selection of our favourite baby products

www.childsfarm.com

LIFESTYLE

MAM FEEL GOOD 
GLASS FEEDING 
BOTTLE
High temperature-resistant glass.
Can be heated and cooled quickly, 
cleaned in the dishwasher and 
sterilised at high temperatures.
Flat, soft teat - like mum’s breast 
when breastfeeding. 94% of 
babies accept this bottle.

www.mambaby.com

JASPAR THE DREAMY 
ELEPHANT

Jaspar is the UK’s first sleep aid - to help develop the bond 
between you and your baby... Nothing strengthens the natural 
bond between you and your baby like the sound of your voice.

www.thedreamyelephantcompany.com

LATCHED 
POSTNATAL 

Designed to adapt and flex with 
your changing body, these high-
waisted gym leggings will take 
you from the earliest stages of 

your pregnancy right through to 
postnatal life – you’ll get years of 

wear out of them!

www.latched.uk

SNUZPOD4 
Sleep well, feed easily and be closer to your baby with 
SnuzPod. Now even more breathable thanks to its in-

novative NEW ComfortAir system, with unique air-flow 
vents, machine washable mesh liner, and improved base 
ventilation, helping to regulate your baby’s temperature 

for a good night’s sleep.

www.snuz.co.ukDOME VITAMINS
Dome Vitamins‘ chocolate vitamins are rich in 
flavour. They’re perfect for those who suffer 

from low iron or bad periods, and they’re ideal 
for pregnancy, too.

www.domevitamins.com WeLove


